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We thank the referee Pegram (Pegram, 2020) for spending time reading the manuscript and providing valuable advices on both the technical approach and the editorial matters.

We are surprised and to be more precise, gratefully moved by the details into which the referee has pushed for when reviewing the manuscript – all being clearly manifested by the annotations made to the PDF. While we should not express personal feelings in an academic discussion, we certainly think such practice has become rarer in the current busy world and we are lucky to see there are still colleagues in the community out there to follow this.

We accept the points made by the referee and we do like the new references recommended which we think will help consolidate the quality of the paper. We do apologise for the grammar and wording glitches in the present version and we thank for the candid comments made on them. We will ensure a thorough checking-all-through in the revised version.

In summary, all comments made by the referee alongside the corrections already indicated in the annotation will be dealt with following the advices of the referee.
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